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Abstract-The Surrey Training Research and Nanosatellite
Demonstrator
identifying

(STRaND)

and

creating

programme
a

leading

has been success in
low-cost

nanosatellite

programme with advanced attitude and orbit control system
(AOCS)

and experimental computing

platforms

based

on

smart-phone technologies. The next demonstration capabilities,
that provide a challenging mission to the existing STRaND
platform, is to perform visual inspection, proximity operations
and nanosatellite docking. Visual inspection is to be performed
using a COTS LIDAR system to estimate range and pose

under 100 m. Proximity operations are controlled using a
comprehensive guidance, navigation and control (GNC) loop in

a polar form of the Hills Clohessy Wiltshire (HCW) frame

including J2 perturbations. And finally, nanosatellite docking
is performed at under 30 cm using a series of tuned magnetic
coils. This paper will document the initial experiments and
calculations used to qualify

LIDAR components,

size the

mission thrust and tank requirements, and air cushion table

the NST Access to Space Roadmap. Namely: Small and
Nanosatellite clusters for sensing, data relay and PNT, Agile
CubeSat technologies: primarily advanced attitude orbit
control system (AOCS), CubeSat maneuvering unit,
nanosatellite docking mechanism.
There have been numerous missions towards visual
inspection and proximity operations achieved in the sub 100
kg range - many of which are described in [4] which
describes DART, XSS-I0, XSS-ll, Orbital Express, SNAP1 and many others. All of these missions were budgeted for
many 10's of millions of dollars ($) whilst STRaND-2 aims
to reduce costs further by leveraging known technologies such as the SNAP-l thruster system. The paper is divided
into three key areas; orbit dynamics, propulsion, and
imaging/LIDAR operations:

demonstrations of the docking mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the executive summary and results of a
UK Space Agency (UKSA) small study into CubeSat
technologies towards the STRaND-2 mission [1] [2]. The
top level aims of this Phase A study were to investigate and
develop:
•
An advanced micro-propulsion system, &
•
A novel 3-dimensional commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) infrared laser radar (LIDAR) & docking
system.
Both of these technologies are vital for advanced formation
flying and swarm missions, as mentioned in the NSTP
CubeSat AO [3]. Additionally, this proposed mission
concept would develop technologies that meet key areas of
978-1-4673-1813-6/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE

Orbit Dynamics-The requirements for precise initial orbit
injection to prevent relative drift rates between each
STRaND-2 craft are critical during deployment. Using high
precision orbit propagation simulation environment, both
satellites are ejected in the radial direction away from the
launcher (worst case scenario) at l.00 & l.05 m/s in a near
circular Sun-synchronous 580 km low Earth orbit. This case
study showed that over 3 orbits, the satellites had drifted by
97 m and optimally controlled thrusting using a single
satellite can mitigate these perturbations for imaging and
rendezvous. These maneuvers can cost 0.4 m/s with a time
of flight to be 1 orbit and can be higher for shorter and more
responsive thrusting schemes. Further analysis of the
velocity vector and angle w.r.t the launcher body will allow
for further optimizations and a reduction in �V costs.
Prop ulsion-Taking the above orbit requirements and a
spacecraft mass (wet) of 5 kg, the total �V design target is
10 m/s: 6 m/s for maneuvers and 4 m/s for attitude control
and contingency. Given the constraints on volume and mass,
1U of volume is taken for the thruster system allowing 2U
for avionics. The total mass is estimated at 800 g with up to
120 g of butane stored in 200 cm3 at 2.1 bars and 21°C and
providing full control of the 6 degrees of freedom via 10
resisitojet thrusters. It is proposed that plenum is heated to
provide a modest specific impulse of 60 seconds and
requiring 84.3 g of butane. This equates to a tank volume of
�155 cm3, or 0.l55 L. This sizing constitutes the worst case
power scenario, 2 resistojets and cold gas thrusting with 79
g propellant, assuming a specific impulse of 80 seconds, and
a cold gas specific impulse of 50 seconds.

1. Two identical 3U CubeSats are deployed

2.

vehicle on similar velocity vectors.

would drift apart in the order of 97 m over 3

simultaneously

from

the

same

launch

During

the

commissioning

approximate

phase,

the

two

week
satellites

orbits.

directly map to the NST Access to
Space Roadmap and contribute
towards new practical solutions in
modern and ongoing research in
formation flying capabilities to
ensure that the UK remains at the
forefront
of
innovative
and
competitive products, and world
leading research.
2. STRAND-2 CONCEPT OF
OPERATIONS

4.
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Docking
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Control
infrared

System
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system guides the two satellites during
the docking process.

3. Advanced CubeSat butane propulsion

system is used to rendezvous & align the

two CubeSats.

STRaND-2

Mission

Concept

broken

into

four

stages:

Deployment,

Commissioning,

Rendezvous & Docking. The mission would demonstrate for the first time the docking of two

nanosatellites.

The mission calls for two identical
three-unit CubeSats to be developed,
built, and launched on the same
launch vehicle, where the two
satellites will demonstrate a number
of dock-undock activities - as shown
in Fig. 1. The focus of the proposed
study is to investigate and develop
the two main driving areas of this
mission, namely the imaging &
docking system and the propUlsion
system, and to demonstrate how both
systems can be developed as
nanosatellite products and built in a
low cost manner.
The

Concept

of

Operations

(CONOPS) for rendezvous and
Figure 1. STRaND-2 Mission Concept Diagram
docking in the STRaND-2 mission
will extend existing modes which
Imaging & Docking System The most common COTS
utilize the additional relative motion sensor to provide
LIDAR device available to date is the Microsoft Kinect [5]
relative state vector information and control, and additional
which has been targeted for development for a CubeSat
thrust capabilities using new thrusters in the real-time GNC
based proximity detector/sensor. The concept operates using
loop. Given the potential power requirements for these
an short-wave infrared (SWIR) emitter to project a speckle
operations, closed-loop real-time operation and control is
& checker grid pattern onto a scene and the interfered
unlikely. Execution of modes for long range rendezvous and
response is then received by a standard CMOS imaging
approach, initial imaging and target acquisition, and relative
sensor. The key component in the Kinect is the Prime Sense
orbit maintenance are required.
PS1080 [6] system-on-a-chip, and a datasheet was not
available for investigation. Despite this, the project funds
3. RELATIVE MOTION CALCULATIONS
has allowed for an investigation of the software associated
The orbital motion of two craft using the previous sections
with the device and some initial footage has been taken to
orbital parameters was entered into a high-precision orbital
be used for visual navigation algorithms. The docking
propagator implemented with 36 geopotential terms, and
system has progressed into a third revision under this
comprehensive
NASA atmospheric drag model to show that
project towards a [mal 3 electromagnet configuration and
over
3
orbits,
the
satellites would be separated by 97.475 m.
formation flying testbed. The electromagnets are 75 m of 24
AWG wire drawing 800 rnA (or 12 W total) at a mass of
Figure 2 shows the relative motion in the HCW frame with
245 g without housing. The formation flying testbed utilizes
and without optimal control thrusts. Where the relative
the Kinect to further estimate relative motion on an
offset vector is [0.0151 -0.0065 0.0965], optimal thrust
aircushion table and 3D printed 3U CubeSat structures and
trajectories and profiles are shown for 12 minutes, fast
supports for Arduino development kits.
response corrections (see Fig. 3). The optimal maneuver
-

�

exploits the natural motion of linearised satellite orbits to
prevent drifting away before returning back to target. This
costs approximately 0.844 mls in L1V. Increasing the time of
flight to 1 orbit for the maneuver significantly reduces the
thrust profile requirements and the L1V to 0.462 m/s. The
coupled motion in x (radial) and y (out-of-plane or cross-

This project has been able to start Phase A development of
CubeSat technologies for providing modest L1V maneuvers,
the initial testing in both hardware and software of a COTS
LIDAR system, and [mal electromagnet configuration of a
miniaturized docking system. The results of this project
2

track) axes, results in vastly differing orbits. Any angular
displacement will also give much larger along-track
displacements.

pressure (MEOP) due to the thermal management of the
spacecraft. A filter is placed downstream of the tank to
protect the isolation and thruster valves. The fill/drain valve
will be a 5 x 16 mm COTS check valve from Lee Products
as baselined for the STRaND-l propulsion system. An
isolation valve can then be operated as required in order to
pressurize the plenum to the required level. The plenum
helps to ensure liquid butane is not expelled by creating a
pressure drop upstream of the thrusters. There is also the
potential to vary the plenum pressure and thus the thrust of
the system. The plenum then feeds 2 branches of 5 thrusters,
with each branch being at opposite ends of the spacecraft.
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Figure 3. Thrust Profile Requirements

Given the nature that estimating the number of maneuvers
and tank sizing is ultimately orbit dependent. Further
metrics were not investigated during this study.
4. PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN

For the purposes of an initial assessment the following
assumptions were made:
•
Wet spacecraft mass is 5 kg, &
•
!-.V required is 10 m1s (6 m/s for !-.V maneuvers & 4
m/s for attitude control and contingency).

Figure 5. Thruster Bank

The initial design consists on one tank including the
plenum, main storage cavity and a valve connecting both
and allowing the control of the pressure at the plenum,
hence the performance of STRaND-2. Two sets of five
valves each are situated on both ends of the CubeSat. Each
valve is directly attached to its thruster, 8 of them used for
attitude control and 2 for orbit keeping, allowing control in
the 6 DoF (by thrusting opposing thruster sets at top and
bottom). Each system of thrusters and valves is connected to
the main tank through a pipe running along one of the 4

Comparing SNAP-l to STRaND-2, these design metrics are
very similar. The cuboid form factor as opposed to the
triangular system will allow for easier AOCS control;
mitigating cross coupling during thrusting. The proposed
system schematic is shown in Fig. 4. The system is filled
through a fill/drain valve with a filtered supply of laboratory
grade n-butane. It is stored in the tank at a nominal 2 bar.
The vapor pressure of butane is 2.1 bar (abs) at 21°C, and
rises to 3.8 bar (abs) at 40°C, meaning the tank pressure
should not exceed 4 bar (abs) maximwn expected operating
3

main rods of STRaND-2. The pipes between the tank and
the valves and between valves will act as the heating
component of the resistojet. The single tank approach
reduces mass, volume and complexity compared to a two
tank in each end configuration. Also, each tank needs of
valves and mechanical Jomts. Hence, the single
configuration decreases complexity and risks in design,
assembly and service. Moreover, the two tanks approach
would lead to a higher sum of mass and volume compared
to one tank to store the same amount of propellant.

seconds. Using the Tsiolkovsky equation, 84.3 g of butane
is required. This equates to a tank volume of �155 cm3, or
0.155 L. This sizing constitutes the worst case scenario
given the assumptions used. The case where resistojets are
used for the L'lV firings and cold gas for the other 8 thrusters
provides a propellant mass of 79 g, assuming a L'lV specific
impulse of 80 seconds, and a cold gas specific impulse of 50
seconds.

The tank has been designed to be 3D printed in two halves
in order to allow cleaning and inspection and also to allow
quick and easy assembling and the possibility to introduce
interior elements such as filters or mechanical joints. The
fill-drain valve is to be situated embedded in the lateral wall
of the tank facing the same direction as the Kinect sensors
and docking mechanism to avoid disturbance to the solar
panels.

To obtain a 3D scene, the Prime Sense PSI080 System-on
a-Chip (SoC) is noted in numerous references to perfonn the
bulk of the work as shown in Fig. 6. It provides parallel
computational logic, which receives a light codingTM
infrared pattern as an input, and produces a VGA-size depth
image of the scene. The PSI080 controls two peripherals:
the IR laser and the CMOS sensor. The IR laser emits the
'light codingTM' function from the PSI080 and produces a
pseudo-random speckle grid of dots and structured light
checker grid (3 x 3). From knowledge of the emitted light
checker grid pattern, lens distortion, and distance between
emitter and receiver, the distance to each speckle dot can be
estimated. A rate of 60 frames (or scans) per second (fps) is
detailed in the datasheet achieving a spatial accuracy of 3
mm and depth accuracy of 1 cm at 2 m. From diagrams
available on Prime Sense's website, 512 MB of DDR2
RAM and Flash is available to the PSI080. A full bill of
materials however can be easily found online.

Figure6. STRaND-2 Thruster

&

5. KINECT™ LIDAR EXPERIMENTATION

Tank CAD

- .....
CMOS

Two possible approaches are to heat the plenum to increase
the specific impulse of all thrusters, or to have the main L'lV
thrusters (positioned on the long axis of the spacecraft) as
resistojets to increase the specific impulse for the longer L'lV
maneuvers which will account for the larger percentage of
the propellant usage. This trade off can be further assessed
in a future study. The system will be most adaptable with a
pressure transducer connected to the plenum. A control loop
can then be implemented where the isolation valve opens
using feedback from the PT to control the plenum pressure
and hence thrust. A temperature sensor on the tank will
allow the tank pressure to be inferred as long as the tank is
in an equilibrium state.

Figure 7. Kinect™ Internal I.e. Topology

As the PS1080 datasheet could not be obtained, the exact
methods and implementation details are unknown which is a
considerable risk for this programme. Characterising and
utilising open-source and 'hacking' community sources
provides enough information to understand the PS1080's
behavior at Phase A. As with STRaND-I's smart-phone
payload, the KinectTM would also be a payload.

Several different propellants were considered including
liquefied and gaseous phase substances including butane,
nitrogen and xenon. The 4 bar (absolute) MEOP limitation
in the tank ruled out the gaseous phase propellants due to
the volumes of the tanks required to maintain this pressure
and achieve the required L'lV being far too large. Of the
liquefied gases, butane is the most attractive, having a good
density, specific impulse and no toxic or carcinogenic
qualities. This, coupled with the experience at SSTL with
butane systems on nano- and microsatellites, means butane
is selected as the propellant of choice.

Lens Calibration & Distortion Experiments-Whilst testing
new camera systems, under the previously mentioned
InspectorSat mission at SSC, a number of optics calibration
methodologies [7] have been utilised to observe the lens
effects on a receiving imager. These effects are measured to
fully estimate internal offsets and potential pixel registration
errors which could provide an incorrect position and pose
estimate. Plots of these results can be shown for radial and

For the purposes of the sizing, it is assumed that the plenum
is heated to provide a modest specific impulse of 60
4

Initial Environment Vacuum Test The Kinect system was
broken down, removing all plastics possible, to leave the
barebone electronics (see Fig. 10). The mass of the broken
down Kinect was 135.42 g and after testing this was 135.36
g (a difference of 0.06 g) after a chamber pressure of 2.6 x
10-6 for 28 hours - concluding that minimal outgassing
occurred. Further tests will determine if temperature whilst
in operation affects the IR emitter or image sensors using a
cable port hole; a typical problem for many COTS cameras
under vacuum.

tangential distortions in Fig. 8 - both measured in pixels.
For both of these images, the distortion shows imperfections
and displacements which will need to be addressed in a fmal
custom solution whilst the pixel error shows that
reprojection error is widely accurate across the Kinect
receiving imager and will aid in creating a suitable lens
configuration in future developments.

-

Figure 10. Hermes Chamber with Broken Down Kinect
Figure 8. Calculated Kinect Distortion Model

6. DOCKING MECHANISM DEVELOPMENT

Key results from these calibrations are:
•
Focal Length: [522.17155, 521.57175] ± [3.75863,
4.02499] pixels which describes the optical centre,
•
Principal point: [299.18514, 246.06398] ± [7.16143,
6.11561] pixels which describes the depth offset,
•
Skew: [0.00000] ± [0.00000] > angle of pixel axes
90.00000 ± 0.00000 degrees,
•
Distortion: [0.19486, -0.39606, -0.00730, -0.00552,
0.00000] ± [0.03198, 0.10814, 0.00552, 0.00644,
0.00000] describing radial and tangential distortion
coefficients (i.e. imperfections in the lens), &
•
Pixel error: [0.31902, 0.28803] which is the average
pixel error of edges from the calibration images.

CONTROL ELECTRONICS

=

The docking system is driven by the COTS ISIS
NanoMIND A712B Board [8]. The maximum power
consumption is assumed to be 15 W via a maximum 3 A
current draw at 5 V. It is stated that as well as 3 A being the
maximum current output from the whole board, the system
can supply a peak of 3 A per channel as long as the total
does not exceed 3 A. As all 3 channels could be on at any
one time, this sets a practical maximum of 1 A per channel.
The Docking system electromagnets each have a core of
Supra50 Alloy (ultra-low remanance) as a 100 mm long bar
of 10 mm diameter and 65 g mass.

=

Discussions at together with CalTech and NASA JPL
towards utilizing this technology in the ARReST mission
[9] suggested that 4 docking ports would lead to problems
of over-constraint. As the ISIS Board can only drive 3 coils,
it then made sense to re-design around a 3 coil system.
•
Reducing the length of the copper wire increases the
ampere-turns ratio up to a limit of 960 ampere-turns
assuming the 1 A maximum current per channel.
•
This design settled on 24 AWG wire (6.3 Q nominal for
75 m).
•
This equals to approximately 800 rnA & 960 ampere
turns per coil.
•
For 3 coils, 12 W is required.
•
Mass is calculated as 3 x 65 g + 3 x (1.88 cm3 x 8.92
glcm3)
245 g with a figure of merit of 3.9 ampere
turns per gram.

Results from the pixel reprojection from numerous imaging
experiments are shown in Fig. 9. Comparing these to
existing space LIDAR systems is planned for further
research but was not carried out during this study.
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For real demonstration test-bed, the CubeSat simulator (Fig.
11) maneuvers on a frictionless air-bearing table supported
by upward air pressure from a porous carbon surface.

1 .5

Figure 9. Reprojection Error (pixels)
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Figure 11. Real-time CubeSat Docking Testbed

The test-bed area allows the simulator three degrees of
movement (X, Y, rotation about Z) over a 1 x 1.5 m area.
Propulsion is notionally supplied by 4 or 6 ducted fans, each
producing �250 ruN of thrust. The further use of the
Microsoft Kinect machine vision system is mounted above
the test-bed to provide positional data for docking
maneuvers. This setup allows the CubeSat simulator to
attempt docking with a range of approach vectors. Future
development of this testbed is planned to allow for five
degrees of freedom in the CubeSat simulator.
Figure 12. Depth View & IR Specular reflection from a
3U CubeSat model with solar panels

K'meet ™ Expenments'
There are numerous existing
software development platforms available from online
sources which were tested:
•
Microsoft Kinect™ SDK [10]: This is the official
platform for development and includes numerous high
and low level operational functions such as gesturing
or retrieving depth sensor images. It is limited to
Windows platforms.
•
OpenKinect [11]: This is an open-source solution to
the Microsoft Kinect SDK, where source code of all
interfaces and libraries is available from a git
repository. This tool operates on Windows, Linux, and
Mac OS computers and is extensively used given the
availability of source.
•
Prime Sense Middleware [12]: Being the prime
developers of the Kinect™, Prime Sense has provided
a middleware API set to perform high level operations
called OpenNI for gesturing, voice commands, and
body motion/tracking.

Porting these tools or providing custom solutions for an
embedded system will be a large task and is necessary for
future implementations.

Docking Testbed In the initial phase of the docking
testbed, software was developed as follows:
-

•

•

For development towards satellite systems, it is important to
utilise existing C or C++ code rather than interpreted Java or
Python code from source. Of the above, only the
OpenKinect suite provides a flexible tool chain and library
of functions from source. Examples of the OpenKinect tools
retrieving a filtered depth map and an IR raw data image can
be found in Figure 12 (shown compiled for Mac OSX).

The embedded Arduino microcontroller code sends
PWM commands from the microcontroller to the four
(04) electromagnets of the onboard docking system of
the mobile platform, through the Adafruit motor shield
interface. The code uses a specific Adafruit motor
shield software library, known as AFmotor, and
written in C++ to enable microcontroller programming
using the C based Arduino language.
The Arduino controller communicates wirelessly with
a control PC, which sends serial Matlab coded
telecommands to the ducted fans and can also be used
to send commands to the Arduino microcontroller to
select a docking mode. The control PC is also used to
plot and monitor real time data.

The code used to drive the electromagnets is written in the
same fashion to a standard code normally used to control
brushed DC motors with the shield. Open loop commands
6

are typically used and either consist of a constant command
or a sequence of PWM modulated constant commands. The
software can also, if necessary, enable feedback controlled
magnetic docking if necessary. Future development of this
testbed is planned to allow for five degrees of freedom in
the CubeSat simulator. Figure 13 shows a real-time Kinect
tracking screen where the dots are used to track the motion
for algorithm development.
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Figure 13. Real-time Kinect tracking screen

7. SUMMARY

A goal of the STRaND-2 mission concept is to develop new
propulsion, imaging, and docking systems that provide the
UK with capability to enable rendezvous and docking of
nanosatellites. The project benefits and outcomes in
development are:
•
an exploration and preliminary design of a thruster
bank & tank using butane has been completed towards
new thrusting capabilities
•
Kinect-based LIDAR instrument work has started
including lens calibration, power consumption, test
imagery of real 3U CubeSat, & vacuum tests.
•
Software has been explored and a suitable open-source
solution is chosen for further development & porting to
an embedded smart-phone solution.
•
Initial designs & practical experiments have been
made with the Kinect & electromagnets & this project
has enabled further iterations for low mass & power.
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